Role of adipose tissue in facial aging
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Abstract: Age-dependent modification of the facial subcutaneous white adipose tissue (sWAT) connected with reduction of its volume, modification of collagen content and adhesion between dermal and adipose layers can significantly influence mechanical stability of the skin and cause the development of aging symptoms such as wrinkles. Typical aging appearance in facial skin is at least partly connected with special phenotypical features of facial preadipocytes and mature adipocytes. In this paper, we have discussed the possible roles of local inflammation, compartmental structure of facial sWAT and trans-differentiation processes such as beiging of white adipocytes and adipocyte-myofibroblast transition in facial skin aging.
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Introduction

It is widely accepted that skin stiffness, which is one of the main mechanical parameters defining the skin appearance, is continuously reduced in aging skin. Correspondingly, numerical non-invasive and minimal invasive antiaging strategies developed during the last years were mainly concentrated on the mechanical reinforcement of the skin connected with production of additional physiological or pathological collagen networks in the dermis. The increase of skin stiffness aimed by some accepted antiaging approaches is not fulfilled in reality. For example, regular long-term topical application of the 0.05% retinaldehyde reduced the skin stiffness by approximately 24% with simultaneous increase of its elasticity by 4%.1 Application of supra-physiological temperatures (which is typical for antiaging procedures based on application of the radio-frequency currents) was shown to reduce the skin stiffness by about 30% at 45°C and by about 50% at 50°C.2 These and several other experimental and clinical results clearly refute the assumption that the stand-alone reinforcement of the skin should causally improve the appearance of the aging skin.

During the recent past, there was an increased evidence that the facial subcutaneous white adipose tissue (sWAT) could play an important role in skin aging and correspondingly must be involved as a target in the facial skin rejuvenation.3–6 Structure and volume of the sWAT are indeed significantly modified during aging. This modification is depot specific and connected with the loss of the sWAT volume and of its collagen network, which leads to a corresponding modification of the sWAT stiffness.7,8 Such modification can directly or indirectly influence the mechanical properties of the adjacent skin.

Very recently, it was proposed that sWAT can directly influence the mechanical properties of such multi-layer mechanical composite as human skin. sWAT can change its effective thickness and mechanical moduli, whereas the degree of this modification must be strongly dependent on the type of mechanical loading applied to the skin as
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well as on the adhesion strength between the dermis and the sWAT. On the other hand, adipocytes from sWAT can physiologically interact with skin fibroblasts influencing their synthetic properties, which can indirectly modify the mechanical properties of the composite skin/sWAT.

From here, it can be strongly assumed that a proper modification of the sWAT structure and volume can influence the mechanical properties of the overlying skin and modulate its resistance to structural alterations, which are typical for aging. Further, it can be supposed that at least one part of the characteristic facial modifications in aging can be connected with special structural and physiological properties of the facial sWAT and some special phenotypic features of the facial preadipocytes and adipocytes. In this article, we have discussed the role of sWAT in facial aging from this point of view.

Facial adipocytes — what is different?

Recently, it was demonstrated that human facial preadipocytes (adipose derived stem cells) exhibit very different properties compared with abdominal preadipocytes. Among others, it was shown that the facial preadipocytes exhibit much stronger differentiation in response to rosiglitazone, which is the agonist of the master adipogenic factor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ). Proliferative and differentiative capacities of preadipocytes, which compose up to 50% of all cells in adipose tissue, are known to vary in different fat depots, being, for example, much higher in abdominal than in mesenteric or omental depots. Additionally, these capacities of preadipocytes are generally reduced during aging, and this effect was connected with decreased expression of PPARγ in these cells. Facial preadipocytes were also more robust and retained their ability to differentiate in vitro through more passages than the corresponding abdominal cells.

Stimulation of mature adipocytes with isoproterenol, which is a well-known β2-adrenergic receptor agonist, revealed a 2-fold greater release of glycerol from abdominal than from facial adipocytes. Reduced lipolytic activity of facial adipocytes was supported by investigation of β-adrenergic receptors, whereas the expression levels of β2-adrenergic receptor were reduced in facial mature adipocytes both in vitro (by 60%) and in vivo; the β1-adrenergic receptor was even non-detectable in facial adipocytes. These results clearly point to different physiological activity of facial and abdominal adipocytes.

Comparing gene profiles of mature adipocytes from different depots also demonstrated significant differences between the facial and abdominal cells. The most striking discrepancy was observed for the homeobox (HOX) genes known to be involved in human adipogenesis, which were strongly downregulated in facial compared with abdominal adipocytes. This observation corresponds to the negative HOX gradient from the upper to the lower body areas, which was recently described. Such reduction in HOX expression in adipocytes can be connected with their inflammatory environment. For example, application of IL-1β was reported to cause up to 90% reduction in expression of some HOX genes. Unfortunately, the facial adipocytes in the study by Chon and Pappas were obtained during surgery without exact identification of the facial donor site. This leaves open whether the HOX expression varies between different facial fat compartments.

Strongly reduced HOX expression is not the only remarkable phenotypic feature of the facial adipocytes. It was demonstrated that these cells exert an almost 9-fold increase in the type 2 iodothyronine deiodinases (DIO2) gene expression, which is normally downregulated in white adipocytes but is a well-known marker for brown adipocytes. This means that reduction of the facial sWAT volume in aging can be connected with all three possible mechanisms: reduction of the single cells’ volumes, reduction of the adipocytes’ number (through reduction of the number of preadipocytes in aging) and with “beiging” of white adipocytes, which is generally connected with volume reduction in these phenotypically modified cells.

Another important specific property of the facial fat is its multiple compartmental structure. Facial compartments can be subdivided into fibrous (eg, perioral), structural (eg, midface) and deposit (eg, buccal fat pad, deep temporal fat pad) types. These compartments have not only different collagen content, which significantly determines their mechanical properties, but also contain adipocytes of different sizes and have different extracellular matrix structures. Fat compartments of the fibrous type contain small mature adipocytes covered by thick fibrous shells and structural fat compartments contain larger adipocytes covered with thin fibrous shells, whereas fat compartments of the deposit type are non-lobular and have a very weak collagen network that fails to wrap the single adipocytes.

Notably, different fat compartments reveal distinct adhesive strengths between reticular dermis and sWAT, which, as it was stated very recently, can significantly influence the mechanical properties and optical appearance of the adjacent skin. Ghassemi et al described two types of facial compartments with different adhesive strengths. Compartments of the type 1 are characterized by a loose interface between the
skin and sWAT and relatively weak adhesion between these layers. Such type of the fat pads was found in the medial and lateral midface, some parts of the periorbital area, and temple, forehead and neck. Fat compartments of the type 2 (periorbital and nasal compartments) demonstrate strong adhesion between the skin and sWAT and correspond to the fibrous type of the adipose tissue. Since the adhesion between these layers determines transmission of mechanical forces between the sWAT layer and the skin, differences in the morphological structure of distinct facial compartments must be reflected in diverging aging patterns in corresponding skin areas.

Adipocytes from different facial fat compartments exhibit distinct morphological properties. For example, it was reported that the adipocytes from the nasolabial compartment are significantly larger than the adipocytes from the deep medial cheek compartment. The average adipocyte size was dependent on the body mass index and demonstrated sexual dimorphism characterized by significantly larger fat depots in females than in males. Such morphological differences must be important in skin aging since the large but not the small adipocytes display inhibition of synthetic activity in adjacent fibroblasts, which can produce facial areas with spatially heterogenous mechanical properties.

Taking together, facial preadipocytes and mature adipocytes have phenotypic features and morphological characteristics that vary between single facial compartments and strongly differ from corresponding features in abdominal adipocytes.

Modification of the sWAT during aging
sWAT structure is significantly modified both in chronological as well as photoinduced aging, and this modification can include reduction of the sWAT thickness, change of the intercellular matrix, reduction of the number as well as of the proliferative and differentiative capacities of preadipocytes, modification of the adipocytes’ sizes, and adhesion between this tissue and adjacent skin. All these factors can significantly modify the mechanical properties of the sWAT and, correspondingly, the properties of the composite skin/sWAT, thus reducing the skin resistance to mechanical stress leading to production of such structural instabilities as skin wrinkles.

Reduction of the sWAT thickness is traditionally considered to be the typical hallmark of the aging face. The same is correct for the topological orientation of the facial fat pads as well as for the stability of the boundaries of single fat compartments. MRI investigation revealed the age-dependent reduction of the sWAT thickness in the infraorbital, medial cheek and temporal areas. Similar reduction of sWAT was observed in the nasolabial and medial cheek pads. Contrary to these findings, MRI revealed the hypertrophy of the sWAT in the medial fat compartment. Characteristics of the facial fat pads vary also with depth: superficial fat was reported to be increased, whereas the deep fat in the same compartment declined over time.

Although modification of the sWAT thickness can significantly influence the mechanical properties of the adhered composite skin/sWAT, this is not the only factor contributing to the sWAT effect on the mechanical properties of the skin. Another important parameter is the collagen content of sWAT. Collagen network, being traditionally sub-divided in pericellular and intercellular matrix, but not the adipocytes primarily determines the mechanical properties of the sWAT layer. These two types of fibrotic structures are differently presented in various facial fat compartments, which determines the strong variations of the local mechanical properties even between two neighboring compartments. Generally, fibrotic content in the sWAT decreases with age, which can significantly weaken the mechanical properties of the composite skin/sWAT in aging. Indeed, knockout Col6KO mice lacking collagen VI, which is the main component of the pericellular fibrosis in sWAT, demonstrated 2-fold reduction of the Young’s modulus in sWAT. It should be also taken into account that the content of Col VI in sWAT demonstrates sexual dimorphism and varies significantly between different ethnic groups, which can partly explain the known sexual and ethnic differences in skin aging. Very recently, it was reported that fibrous content in the sWAT can be used as prognostic factor: high fibrous content negatively affects the fat reduction after bariatric surgery. Interestingly, no significant correlation was found between the average size of adipocytes and fibrotic content in the sWAT in this study.

sWAT structure and its mechanical properties are known to be strongly modified by inflammation, which allows the question whether inflammation is involved in facial sWAT loss and thus in facial aging process.

Inflammation in sWAT as a possible factor in facial aging
Local inflammation is an important factor generally causing some sWAT modification, but the particular result of this modification is qualitatively dependent on the inflammation strength. Although a moderate inflammation can lead to an expansion of sWAT, stronger inflammation can cause the involution of this layer. Local inflammation is typical not only for the sWAT areas adjacent to the skin lesions but also for the
UV-irradiated areas.36 Mechanically, expansion or reduction of sWAT layer might evoke especially pronounced effects on the skin properties in the areas having compartmental structure, since the neighboring fat compartments can exhibit different volume modifications.

Local inflammatory conditions in sWAT can also arise through secretion of cytokines or chemokines followed by migration of macrophages into this tissue. It should be, however, taken into account that more pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines are expressed by preadipocytes than by mature adipocytes,36 which means that the secretomes in different fat depots must be dependent on the ratio of immature/mature adipocytes. Preadipocytes were shown to have different cytokine secretion activities in distinct fat depots, and this effect seems to contribute to regional differences in adipose tissue-related inflammation. For example, omental preadipocytes produce more inflammatory cytokines and chemokines including IL-6, IL-8, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 5, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and chemerin/retinoic acid receptor responder protein 2 than sWAT cells. These substances act as chemoattractants for monocytes and macrophages. Interestingly, it was shown that inhibition of Janus-activated kinase (JAK1/2) protein expression, which is known to transduce the IL-6 signaling, was able to blunt the chemoattraction by 40% in omental but not in sWAT.37 This means that there should be at least two different sources of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, one of which is mediated via the JAK pathway.

As we already mentioned, facial preadipocytes appear to be much more active than the abdominal adipocytes.13 Although the DOI2 expression by Chon and Pappas13 was investigated only in mature adipocytes and demonstrated significant upregulation in facial cells, it is known that this enzyme is also expressed in human preadipocytes.38 Moreover, DOI2 was shown to be connected with inflammation, and its suppression results in strong pro-inflammatory effects with increased expression of inflammatory mediators.39 Exposure of facial preadipocytes to conditioned medium from UVA-irradiated epidermal-dermal equivalents strongly inhibited the differentiation of these cells into mature adipocytes.21 At the same time, application of a cocktail containing the antibodies neutralizing IL-11, IL-1α, IL-6 and TNF-α significantly reduced the UV-induced inhibition of preadipocytes’ differentiation. Although the detailed information for the facial adipocytes from different fat compartments is actually absent, it can be strongly supposed that these compartments have different content and proliferative/differentiative activity of preadipocytes that provoke spatially different levels of inflammation via specific profiles of cytokine secretion.

Facial adipocytes demonstrate remarkable downregulation of HOX genes compared with abdominal adipocytes.13 In this context, it must be mentioned that investigation of the HOXa5 knockout mice revealed continuous high infiltration of activated macrophages in the lungs of these animals,40 which allowed to suppose that a low expression of HOX genes in adipose tissue may predispose to inflammation.41 Adipose tissue macrophages play an important role in establishment of the inflammatory condition in sWAT. In obesity, which is considered as a chronic inflammatory state of WAT, adipose tissue becomes infiltrated by macrophages. It is believed that adipocyte death is sufficient to initiate macrophage infiltration and induce inflammation in sWAT. Indeed, obese mice and humans comprise considerably higher content of damaged adipocytes, which attract large number of tissue macrophages organized in the crown-like structures around the damaged fat cells.42 sWAT with high content of fibrotic structures demonstrates significantly lower density of the crown-like structures, which suggests that mechanically reinforced sWAT contains less dead adipocytes and thus attracts less M2 macrophages and demonstrates less inflammation.35 Since different facial fat compartments have very different content of fibrotic structures, it can be strongly assumed that they also have distinct content of proinflammatory macrophages.

The second reason for the macrophage infiltration in adipose tissue can be the appearance of saturated fatty acids, which are frequently released by hypertrophic adipocytes and have been shown to directly bind to Toll-like receptors TLR2 and TLR4 on adipose tissue macrophages.43 Interaction of such acid with TLRs quickly induces an inflammatory response of the macrophages accompanied by stimulation of NF-kB signaling pathway and the release of proinflammatory cytokines like TNF-α and IL-6.44 The release of saturated fatty acids from adipocytes is believed to significantly contribute to the inflammatory phenotype of the fat tissue in obesity.35,46 Further crosstalk between adipocytes and macrophages under inflammatory conditions is mediated by adipokines and chemokines.47

Recently, we have argued that the structure and physiological state of the local sWAT located underneath the lesional psoriatic skin play an important role in the pathophysiology of this disease.34,35 Very recently, it was indeed demonstrated that the local sWAT underlying the psoriatic lesions has
mechanical properties that significantly differ from those for the non-lesional sWAT.48 This example clearly demonstrates the interplay between the skin and sWAT where inflammation is connected with modification of the mechanical properties of these layers.

These novel insights seem to be of substantial therapeutic relevance. Specific suppression of inflammatory processes in the skin might induce the physiological phenotype of adipocytes and inhibit aging effects. This idea is supported by the fact that a variety of anti-inflammatory compounds also demonstrate a certain antiaging activity (Table 1).

**Table 1** Some anti-inflammatory compounds with antiaging activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloe vera</td>
<td>Aloe sterols</td>
<td>Misawa et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemarrhena asphodeloides</td>
<td>Crude extracts and pure compounds containing steroidal saponins, flavonoids, phenylpropanoids, alkaloids, steroids, organic acids, anthraquinones and other compounds</td>
<td>Wang et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctium lappa</td>
<td>Arctin</td>
<td>Knott et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlamydomonas hedleyi</td>
<td>Mycosporine-like amino acids</td>
<td>Suh et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycyrrhiza glabra</td>
<td>18β-Glycyrrhetinic acid</td>
<td>Kong et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patchouli</td>
<td>Pogostone from patchouli oil</td>
<td>Wang et al</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trans-differentiation of adipocytes in the processes of sWAT modification**

Depending on the body location, physiological state and applied stimuli, adipocytes can demonstrate different trans-differentiations, which can lead to significant change of the local sWAT volume and thus directly influence the skin appearance. Further we will shortly discuss only two of these processes – “beiging” of white adipocytes and adipocyte-myofibroblast transition (AMT).

Beiging leads to a local appearance of the fat cells that bear an intermediate phenotype between the white and brown adipocytes. White adipocytes are distributed throughout the body, contain unilocular droplets and sparse mitochondria and are generally considered as the storage side for energy surplus. Contrarily, beige adipocytes are significantly smaller and contain multilocular lipid droplets and numerous mitochondria that allow them to perform thermogenesis leading to reduction of the fat mass. Beige adipocytes in vivo do not produce a separate fat depot but are infiltrated in existing sWAT.53 Trans-differentiation of white adipocytes to beige adipocytes was long believed to be induced only by cold stimulation or by application of β-agonists.56 Recently, however, it was reported that such transformation takes place also in breast cancer,57 by overproduction of catecholamines,58 in the areas subjected to thermic burns,59,60 as well as by surgical injury.61 Particularly important for the facial aging discussed in this article could be that beiging was recently connected with depletion of white adipocytes progenitors,62 which takes place at least in chronological aging. In this context, we must once more mention the strongly increased expression of DIO2 genes in facial adipocytes observed in mature adipocytes,13 which supports the idea that beiging can be involved in modification of the facial sWAT.

Very recently, it was shown that the cold-induced beiging capacity of adipocytes declines with age.53 Chronological aging is generally accompanied by reduction of beiging and by loss of existing beige adipocytes in sWAT, which was connected with promotion of the development of obesity and other metabolic disorders.64 It was also demonstrated that induction of beiging is strongly reduced in aged mice and this process is, at least partly, connected with reduction of progenitors.55 Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (Lsd1), which can promote thermogenesis,66 also regulates the differentiation and function of adipocytes.67 Lsd1 levels decrease during aging leading to a decline of beige adipocytes in sWAT. At the same time, activation of Lsd1 maintains beige adipocytes by controlling the expression of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor α (PPAR-α), and application of PPAR-α agonists preserves beige adipocytes.68 Provided the beiging process is indeed involved in sWAT reduction and facial aging, this means that this effect should be pronounced only in the mid-aged and not in the old subjects. This qualitatively corresponds to the observation that the skin wrinkling morphology undergoes a step increase in early 30s and that the aging in relatively young and old skins can have different reasons.68

The diversity of conditions inducing beiging in white adipocytes indicates that this transformation is not exotic and might be involved not only in specific conditions in the fat tissue but also in its long-term development. It can be strongly assumed that any external factors that can cause a significant increase of the local metabolic activity in the adipose tissue can cause its beiging and thus modulate its volume. This effect can find a direct application in antiaging strategies.

Another important trans-differentiation process that can significantly influence the sWAT volume and be directly involved in facial aging is the recently discovered AMT.8,69 It is well known that atrophy of the adjacent sWAT preceded the appearance of dermal fibrosis, which substitutes the
sWAT tissue. Recently, it was shown that myofibroblasts producing fibrosis appear from adiponectin-positive intradermal progenitors.69,70 Although AMT was first described after subcutaneous injections of bleomycin,69 substitution of the sWAT by fibrosis was observed also after application of different physical factors including UV radiation5,71,72 and thus can be effectively involved in the volume loss connected with aging processes. This trans-differentiation appears to be of general importance and should be involved in such processes as wound healing and reversible disappearance of mammary adipocytes during lactation.8

Induction of AMT depends on different factors. As it was proposed in a study by Kruglikov,73 it should be dependent on the ratio of immature to mature adipocytes and differentiation capacity of preadipocytes in the superficial sWAT layer known as dermal WAT (dWAT), which can be modulated by different factors. This transformation demonstrates sexual dimorphism being much more pronounced in males than in females.74 As it was shown in a study by Chon and Pappas,14 differentiation capacity of facial preadipocytes is significantly higher and more stable than such capacity of abdominal preadipocytes. Very recently, it was argued that AMT can be induced by androgens and should be dependent on the mechanical stress in the tissue.75

Currently dWAT is considered as a special fat depot containing the adipocytes with phenotypical properties that are different from those in the adipocytes located deep in sWAT.8 Among these properties are the unusually quick reaction times and trans-differentiation capacities. This explains the involvement of dermal adipocytes in such different physiological and pathological processes as wound healing, scarring, hair growth, skin innate immunity, skin thermoregulation and skin aging.5,8 Such diversity makes dWAT as an important target in different dermatological and aesthetic applications including future antiaging strategies.

**Conclusion**

Modification of the sWAT structure must be considered as an important factor in facial aging. This concerns not only the volume reduction of sWAT that can be differently pronounced in various facial fat compartments, but also the age-dependent modification of adipocytes’ sizes, collagen content as well as adhesion between the skin and sWAT layers. All these factors can significantly influence the mechanical properties of the skin and reduce the critical mechanical strain needed for the production of structural instabilities such as wrinkles, which are typical for the aged skin. Facial preadipocytes and mature adipocytes have phenotypes, which in some important aspects strongly differ from the phenotypes of the corresponding abdominal cells. Such features as high proliferative and differentiative capacities of facial preadipocytes can be an important target in future antiaging strategies. Some phenotypic features of mature facial adipocytes as well as correlation between expression of inflammatory cytokines and loss of the facial sWAT point to potential involvement of inflammation in aging of this tissue, which should be reflected in the corresponding aging in the adjacent skin areas. Compartmental structure of the facial sWAT and different structural modifications of various compartments in aging connected with distinct ratios of preadipocytes to mature adipocytes as well as with different collagen content in these pads must be responsible for spatially heterogeneous appearance of aging signs in the facial skin.
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